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Home is a place where every life should be safe and protected from potential threats. When family members can’t take steps to protect
themselves, it is up to those who can to ensure their safety. For many, pets are considered a part of the family, and as with infants or small
children, they must be protected from things that can harm them. The best way to do that is to pet-proof the home.
When pet-proo ng one’s home and yard, it is important to look at items from a pet’s standpoint and consider what things they are likely to play
with, chew, or otherwise get into. If these items can hurt or even kill, then they should be removed or relocated into an area that the animal
cannot access. Pet-proo ng a home can take time and even some research so that it is done properly. Pet owners should also take into
consideration the damage that a pet can cause to their personal belongings and take steps to prevent that as well. Ideally, pet-proo ng should
occur before bringing a new pet home; however, it can be done during a home improvement project or at any given time.

Bathrooms and Laundry Rooms
Toilet bowls are lled with water and often tempt pets to drink from them. This can cause a pet to drown, or it may poison them if toilet bowl
cleaners are inside. The bathrooms and laundry room of a home are lled with a number of other items that are toxic to pets. Medications, both
prescription and otherwise, are often kept in a bathroom, as are things such as bathroom cleaners, chemical drain openers, and deodorizers.
Sharp items such as razors are also kept in bathrooms and can cut and seriously injure a pet that plays with or swallows them.
Laundry rooms are also a place where chemicals such as bleach and detergent are stored and regularly used. Fabric softener sheets may seem
harmless; however, they are often impregnated with chemicals. Open dryers are tempting to pets that may climb inside to sleep, stay warm, or
hide. This can be dangerous if the door is accidentally shut and the machine turned on.
Place any medications into a medicine cabinet and keep it closed.
Close the doors to the washing machine and dryer when not in use.
Check inside the washing machine and dryer before starting, particularly if it was left open and unattended.
Store laundry and bathroom cleaners and other chemicals inside of a cabinet. If a pet can nudge open a cabinet, use child locks or higher
cabinets.
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Close the lid to the toilet when not in use.

Living Rooms
In the living room, there are numerous items that are a threat to one’s pet. Unstable or top-heavy furniture can fall if jumped on or if bumped hard
by a playful animal. Many types of potted house plants are known to be toxic if chewed or swallowed. The cords to drapery and window blinds are
a choking hazard if they accidental loop around a pet’s neck, while electrical cords, if chewed on, can shock or electrocute one’s pet or start a re.
Certain items need to be protected so that pets do not damage or knock them over. Candles, for example, can either catch a pet’s tail on re or
may be knocked over and start a re. Furniture and toys must also be protected, as they risk damage from chewing and scratching or they may
cause a pet to choke. Certain items that contain batteries can be swallowed and will poison a pet or cause internal burns.
Move or cover cords and electrical wires so that they are not easily reached or cannot be chewed on.
Never leave candles unattended.
Place a re screen in front of replaces that are in use.
Keep a toy chest for children’s toys and put them away when they are not being played with.
Properly dispose of old batteries and keep all others in a closed drawer or cabinet.
Check what plants are and are not poisonous to the type of pet in the home. Only purchase plants that are not toxic.

Kitchens
Kitchens are an overall dangerous place for pets to be. Jumping pets have access to countertops and tables, while all animals can easily get to
anything that’s within their reach, such as kitchen trash cans or food on the table. When it comes to threats, food is the most obvious culprit, as
certain items, such as chocolate and raisins, are toxic while others represent a choking hazard.
Kitchen cleaners such as liquid soap and bleach are also poisonous. Curious animals may crawl into a small space under and around the
refrigerator or oven, while others may actual climb into an opened dishwasher and could be trapped within if someone closes it without checking
it.
Only use garbage cans with secure lids, and ensure that they are closed at all times.
Keep cleansers locked away in a cabinet with childproof locks.
Block access to small spaces that lead behind the refrigerator or other appliances.
Put food in covered containers instead of leaving it exposed on a counter or table.
Keep utensils in a closed drawer, and push breakable china back on counters where it cannot easily be knocked down and broken.
Consider installing a safety gate to keep pets out of the kitchen while cooking.

Bedrooms
Although the bedroom may seem like an overall safe place for pets, it is the unexpected, little things that can prove problematic for pets. Electrical
cords are dangerous to pets that are chewers, and small items such as earrings and hair pins may also be chewed or swallowed. Discarded
shopping bags are a su ocation risk if a pet sticks its head inside and is unable to shake it o . Moth balls in closets or drawers are toxic, as are
certain house plants that may be kept in the room.
Keep windows closed, particularly on the upper oors, to prevent pets from falling out.
Check that all windows have screens that are secure and in good condition.
Place mothballs in a location where they cannot be reached. If there are cats, keep the mothballs in a container.
Use containers or jewelry boxes to store jewelry or hair pins.
Cover cords or keep them out of reach.
Check closets and drawers before closing them to ensure that kittens or other small pets are not hiding inside.

Garages and Basements
Garages and basements are two areas where a pet will likely spend the least time. Unfortunately, they are both areas that are highly dangerous no
matter how much time a pet spends there. Because these are areas outside of the main house and protected from the elements outdoors, they
are places where deadly chemicals and other potentially lethal items are stored.
Toxic items that are commonly stored in garages and even basements include antifreeze, which is sweet-tasting but can cause a cat or a dog’s
kidneys to fail if consumed. Motor oil, gas, battery acid, and car wax are just a few other dangerous car-related items. Additionally, pesticides, rat
poison, paint, and paint thinners are examples of items kept in either location that can be lethal to a pet. Sharp and small items can cause injuries
if stepped on or if swallowed, and even machinery, including one’s car, can be lethal.
Store screws and nuts in jars with lids.
Install cabinets to store chemicals, and keep them closed when not in use.
Verify the safety of any plants kept in the room.
Regularly check the oor of the garage for spilled or leaked antifreeze. Clean thoroughly as soon as possible.
Always check for cats or kittens in the car engine by banging on the hood prior to starting the car.
Unplug electrical tools and store them where they can’t fall.
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Yard
Often, pets such as dogs and even cats like to go outdoors for a little playtime or to bask in the sun. Nature, however, represents numerous threats
to pets as they spend time in the yard. Gardens, weeds, and other naturally occurring plants and owers can all seem appealing to a cat, dog, or
other outdoor-venturing pet.
Certain items that are used on the lawn, owers, and plants, such as fertilizers, pesticides, mulch, and compost, may contain chemicals or elements
that a pet should not eat, drink, or lick. Cocoa mulch, for example, is toxic, yet the smell is tempting to animals, and compost may contain food
items that pets can choke on or that is toxic to them. Care must be taken to also protect pets in yards with re pits or outdoor replaces, pools,
and ponds.
Install a fence around the yard to keep stray animals out and pets in.
Remove poisonous plants from the yard, and check with a knowledgeable nursery before planting anything new.
Put a barrier around gardens to keep pets out.
Never leave pets alone when a re pit is in use.
Add fencing around pools to keep unaccompanied pets away.
Use an enclosed shed to store chemicals, or keep them in a cabinet in the garage.
Consider creating a fenced-o area speci cally for a dog to play in when outdoors.

Additional Resources
Puppy Care and Puppy-Proo ng Your Home: Click this link to go to the American University’s page about pet care. It talks about the
techniques and materials necessary for making a home safe for puppies.
Cat-Proo ng Your Home: Visitors to Animal Planet’s pet care page will nd an article on how to remove or properly manage hazards that may
harm cats.
Puppy-Proo ng Your Home (PDF): The Forsyth Humane Society reminds readers that making a home safe for puppies is similar to
childproo ng. This document goes through a collection of useful tips for protecting a home from a dog and a dog from hazards within the
home.
Pet-Proo ng Your Home: Go here to read about how to create a safe home environment for cats and dogs. It covers speci c areas such as
kitchens, bathrooms, living rooms, and more.
Home and Garden: Pet-Proo ng Your Home: The New York Times features an in-depth article about a person’s experiences with making
their home safe for a variety of pets, including sh and a gecko.
Kittens and Puppies: Pet-Proof Your Home: WebMD discusses protecting pets from home hazards and property within the home from
damage by pets in this article. Preventing cats from scratching furniture, keeping pets away from electrical cords, and potentially poisonous
houseplants are some of the subjects that are covered here.
VCA Animal Hospitals: Home Pet-Proo ng Tips: Dr. Donna Spector of VCA Animal Hospitals o ers pet-proo ng advice for pet owners. This
article focuses on keeping animals from contact with poisonous materials, preventing accidents, and securing pet food so animals do not
overeat.
Cat-Proof Your Home in 12 Easy Steps: Visitors to this page by the Humane Society of the United States will nd helpful tips on how to let a
cat satisfy its curiosity and playful nature without causing damage or pet emergencies in the home. Links to additional information about
poisonous plants and dangerous foods are also included.
Pet-Proo ng Your Home: Save Lives! Homeowners and residents bringing home a new pet can learn about pet safety from the Humane
Society of Missouri’s pet-proo ng page. Monitoring a pet’s health, how to handle a pet emergency, crate-training, and disaster preparedness
are some of the additional topics that visitors will nd here.
Pet Household Dangers: This page by the American Vet Center breaks down pet-proo ng by the type of room in the house and the yard.
There is also a speci c section for cats and how to keep pets safe around holiday decorations.
Cat-Proo ng Your Home (video): Click here for a CBS News video about training a new cat.
Is Your Home Safe for Your Pet? (PDF): This document o ers a wealth of useful information about how to protect a pet from potential
hazards within the home, from poisonous plants and chemicals to food that is dangerous for pets. Puzzles, games, short quizzes, and an
assessment sheet are also included.
Pet-Proo ng Your Bathroom: This article by the Mid Atlantic Veterinary Hospital discusses how to keep pets safe from the dangers that they
may encounter in a bathroom.
How to Pet-Proof Your House: Click this link to go to a Fox News article about pet safety.
Pet-Proo ng Your Home for the Holidays (PDF): The theme of this pet safety article is protecting pets from holiday plants, electrical items,
and decorations as well as chemicals such as antifreeze, which can be dangerous or lethal.
Keep Pets Safe When Preparing the Household for Colder Weather: Go here to read an in-depth article about how to prevent pets from
falling victim to hazards in the garage.
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